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About This Game

The team behind the hit party games Fibbage, Quiplash, and YOU DON’T KNOW JACK presents Drawful 2 the game of
terrible drawings and hilariously wrong answers! Use your phone or tablet to draw funny and challenging things like “creepy

tiger” or “two moms having a great day.”

Players type in what they think the (probably terrible) drawing really is and then everyone - even an audience of potentially
thousands of players – votes on what they think is the correct answer.

Drawful 2 is a go-to party game that everyone can play and enjoy!

Drawful 2 includes new features like the ability to add your own user generated prompts to make even weirder games full of in-
jokes with your friends, as well as expanded tools for streaming.

Note: Drawful 2 is in English only.
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Note: This game is local multiplayer, but can be enjoyed over streams with remote players.
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Title: Drawful 2
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Jackbox Games, Inc.
Publisher:
Jackbox Games, Inc.
Release Date: 20 Jun, 2016
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Quite a hoot - an enjoyable amount of progression of the roster (levels, equipment, abilities), with a solid atmosphere, sensible
writing, and excellent music. The combat is acceptable -- while there's some strategy to be had with the cognition points
mechanic, it would benefit for more varied terrain mechanics (e.g, the role of cover is extremely limited, could use greater
verticality, or destroyable objects, etc) and more enemy types.. comunis propagandhi. If you have a HOTAS or maybe two
joysticks laying around; this is totally worth the 5 bucks you will spend on it. Its playable with a controller, but its way superior
with better input hardware. Its got a little depth, but its mostly simple space flight\/combat stuff. Has multiplayer but I havent
tried it yet. Also, it works with Trinus VR quite nicely.. Parkour: Behind the scene Simulator

11\/10 would fall for this again. when i started playing this game, i lagged so hard and was unable to play D:. As good the first
two (actually three) Painkillers were, this one is as bad. It gives the real What-How-Who-Why? feeling.

Pros:
The level design of the first (weird) and the last level (open-wide overbright depressing). Sorry but that\u2019s all!

Cons:
Only 6 levels, but don\u2019t think it will be a short fun thingy, not at all! I nearly played it as much time as the whole Black
Edition! Why? Beacuse five of the levels are sooooooo big that there is enough space for a mediocre RPG\u2019s whole
storytaking. But they are not just big but you don\u2019t even have a clue where to go! The compass that always helped in the
previous games are mostly not working (as it seems they only function near a checkpoint), or it just shows a near health item
(really, it happened to me!).
So the gameplay is: You wander aimlessly in big wide areas or ridiculously hard maze-alikes, sometimes triggering enemy
spawns, fight them then toddle further without any clue what to do. The enemy spawns are randomly placed, no chance to find
them all. On one of these enormous levels to earn a card you have to kill all mobs, of course i missed a quarter of them.
Sometimes you find a checkpoint and you are happy thinking you have found \u2019The Route\u2019, but soon realize there
are more checkpoints when accidentally backtracked because of no directions given and a shortway (again thinking this is
\u2019The Route\u2019) just lead you back there.
Have to mention here that even if it\u2019s a fan made product (like the mighty Overdose), the several clipping and stucking
problems, incomplete areas with missing parts and walk-out-the-map-and-die things are still not acceptable!
The new enemies are ugly, some really amorphous, and extremly unbalanced. Most of them are boring easy and some are. . .
ehhh: One time i walked into an open area and i\u2019ve been presented with a new chaingun enemy, not one but like twenty.
Guess who died . . . 30 times in rapid succession, until i was able to retract somehow with my remaining 4 HP and hide behind a
wagon. It took me 20 minutes to clear the area by picking them one by one and of course it costed me again like 30 deaths as the
guys use perfect aimbot hitscans.
Older Painkillers were famous of that the enemies were in context with the design of the levels and areas they appeared on. In
here absolutely nothing. Everything seems randomly thrown into.
For the record i was able to earn only one card (first level). Yes, I\u2019m a pretty mediocre player but seeing how far i was to
reach other cards\u2019 requirements i say that\u2019s a joke.
Here comes the best part: SUICIDAL ENEMIES. Let\u2019s say this is a very unique feature of this product, as i never saw
this behavior in other FPSs. It must be connected somehow with the messed up checkpoint system that sometimes (not even
rarely) when you approach a new area you see a bunch of puffs meaning the mobs just vaporized themselves. Even better one of
the minibosses (or boss? not sure :P) did this to me, really! I was wandered around half-crying in some Gobi Desert size crater
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when i found a hundred meters high door like wall. I was sure a boss is behind it, but could not open it. Hardened by the hours
of playing this game I was a pro at this moment and i knew i have to find some randomly dropped checkpoints to trigger the
opening. So i staggered away to hunt for the little red saviours. Periodically checked back and after a while (an hour or so),
hurray! it was open. Run through it with readied heavy weaponry but i was only greeted by a big puff and a cutscene began.
After it was done i gathered the fair amount of ammunitions around and started shooting at the poor enviroment to lessen my
frustration.
The protagonist is an idiot for sure. As someone (J.Johnson) in an another review pointed out he (the \u2019hero\u2019)
\u201ecalls himself a 'world class killer' blows himself up because he can't read a bus schedule\u201d.
The plot itself is chaotic, the conversations tells nothing besides the antipathy between the protagonist and the bosses (but there
is no why). Normally i would not care but the big pile of other problems just strengthen this as well. BTW I know i did not see
the real ending (again i \u2019only\u2019??!! played at normal) but i have no intention to play this mess again.

2\/10 - Total mess. A wandering for hours FPS.

(Sorry for my English!). The Sonic games hold up to the test of time very well as good solid platformers. I had Sonic 2 as a child
so I found Sonic 1 rather hard to get into as it does not have the spin dash move. Sonic 1 seems much more unforgiving and
difficult compared to sonic 2. As games of this era had no save function, by the time you got to the final boss you would have
played the first levels hundreds of times and know them like the back of your hand. So if you come to the game now without
this experience it does seem rather difficult. The quick save function on this emulator works well to compensate for my reduced
attention span. Overall if you are looking at this game because of nostalgia buy it and it will live up to your memories if you did
not play this as a child I'd probably not bother.
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EDIT: You know...I just saw this on sale for 99 cents and had to go look. The game (from the video) looks completely different.
The black starfield is gone and now it seems to take place on a planet?

It almost looks like (From the video) that he incorporated actual scoring into the game so that it's closer to a normal dart game
so that would be a welcome change too. Unfortunately it looks like he kept the "shoot darts at enemies" game mechanic, so I'm
not going to buy this again...

BUT, this is just to inform anyone that my old review may not reflect the actual state of the game any more. The old review is
below:

*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*
You know how sometimes people try so hard to make sure you know that something is branded a certain way that they stick that
brand into everything? Well here's the prime example: Space DVRTS.... because spelling Darts with a V in it makes total sense
when you're trying to cram "VR" into everything.

I realize that VR is still in infancy and we're all still trying to figure out what works and what doesn't, but SOME things are
kinda obvious. Maybe the Developer will change the name to something more like "Dart attack VR" or "Silly pointless Darts"
(because that's closer to the truth).

I bought this game hoping that it would be a half decent dart game...I saw the "space" part and thought "Maybe they will have
some kind of low\/no gravity mode where I have to be careful about launching the darts because it could fly off in the wrong
direction somehow... but nope. Space darts ...excuse me... SPACE DVRTS is only in space because it's easier to draw a black
background with a star field than it is to make a pub setting, and also because how else are you going to explain these massive
orbs spitting at you?

The game opens up with a basketball hoop nearby (wait, I thought you said this was darts?) There's also a fluffy looking orange
nerf ball (but not a nerf ball for trademark purposes) that you can pick up and throw at the basketball hoop. Just like a nerf ball
though, the ball will bounce annoyingly away from the net on almost every throw. If you're lucky, you'll manage to get the ball
to go in the net which causes some sound effect to play. I have no idea if that affects the game in any way other than that.

So after you get tired of wasting time on the basketball hoop, you can start the game (the game menu promises that settings are
coming soon). You're informed that you can throw red darts at the dart board, and green darts at enemies.

Red darts fly semi-realistically as a real dart would in an Earth Atmosphere with Earth Gravity... Green darts are more like hand-
launched missiles (probably to make it easier to hit enemies). so with every button press on the left controller, you get 3 darts (2
red, 1 green in an R,G,R configuration).

As you throw the red darts at the dart board, it starts accumulating score...but that's it for darts. keep throwing red darts
endlessly at that dart board and you keep racking up points. Seems pretty pointless already... except that as you do this, grey orbs
(outlined in green) will show up. Hit them with a green dart or they'll spit a small orange tennis ball-like projectile at you.

If you look down you see some kind of sphere representing your body (I guess) which is what they have to hit to do damage to
you. You can look at the left controller and see how many hit points you have left, and each hit takes about 20 hit points (out of
100) from you. Since this is the Vive we're talking about, you can easily dodge these shots (if they even manage to shoot at you)
so the only time you should be taking damage is when you're bored of this game and want to die...literally.

The only time I ever really even saw more than one enemy at a time was when I wasn't aware what I was supposed to be doing
and I focused my attention on the dart board thinking that it was something close to an actual game of darts. After that, I
realized I could easily throw a red dart, then a green dart and then alternating back to red and green over and over and play this
game for all eternity should I so desire.

There is zero challenge to this game as long as you possess rudimentary hand\/eye coordination. Maybe this game could be
repurposed to help paralyzed people regain the use of their limbs or something, but on an active and able-bodied person it's a
joke.
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This is indeed Early access, but so far, it's like there's too much access to something this early. It's like the developer had a half-
baked idea on how to make a VR game and rather than fullly flesh that idea out, he jumped right into Unity or whatever.

I have hopes (not extremely high hopes) that the developer will add to this game and make it something more than a "Super
Sloppy Double-Dare Physical Challenge". Maybe make an actual dart game first, and then tack on an "attack" mode or
something later so that you can do something new once playing standard darts gets boring.

Also if you're reading this developers, two things: 1) provide an in-game option to exit the game (because exiting to the steam
menu and pressing "exit game" just feels clunky and inelegant. and 2) Quit trying to cram VR awkwardly into the title of every
game. It's like the 1990's all over again where this game would have been "Space Darts 64" or "Space Darts 3D" or "Space Darts
online" or whatever the new trend of the time is.

I appreciate knowing this game is made for Virtual Reality, but you could have done it like "Space Darts" and then as a subtitle
"Virtual Reality" or something like that.

Anyway, as it is now, no I can't recommend this game.. pretty good. Best bad game on steam.. broken and played the same
earlier in rpg maker and it wasnt broken and it was free. A nice air shooter game. wtf it was about an hour long survive\/horde
mode.. and doesnt even told us how moria get to his father... BEST GAME EU, BETTER THEN CS:GO, VERY GOOD
SETTINGS, AND OPTIMALAZITION,TRY IT WITH YOUR FRIENDS,VERY FUNNY.
(I LIE ITS TOTALLY CANCER GAME). This is a really good game.. musynx caters to exprience players as well for casuals, if
you haven´t listen to chinese before this game will introduce you many chinese songs from different genre. although this game
can be very forgiven (e.g spamming the keys on difficult section to hit the notes) doesen´t really hinder the game experience. its
overall a fun experience
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